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Console Services for Organbuilders
Expert factory installation of Peterson equipment

Nameboard and Stop Jamb Rebuilding and
Replacement
Did you know that Peterson’s Console Services
Department can refurbish or replace complete stop
control panels for your console rebuild project?
Utilizing this service is often an attractive and surprisingly
cost-effective alternative to fabricating hardwood panels
and fitting stop controls, nameplates, control panels and
indicators in your own shop.
Older nameboards and stop jambs can be
refinished and modified to accept updated equipment,
or brand new panels can be constructed to your exact
specifications and beautifully finished to match your
color sample. All installed Peterson products are fully
wired, final-adjusted, and tested for flawless operation.
With updated stop control panels and a Master
Touch IITM keyboard assembly complete with
cheeks, slips, and pistons, an older console will
acquire a remarkably fresh new look and “feel” at
an affordable cost.
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Complete Console Rebuilding Services
In addition to nameboard and stop jamb services,
Peterson offers organbuilders the option of having a
console totally rebuilt. The process starts with thorough
cleaning and either careful touch-up or complete
refinishing of the console shell, followed by the
installation of all required equipment. This may include
fitting stop controls; new manual keyboards or key
contacts; switching, combination action, and MIDI
equipment; expression and crescendo shoes or new
reed switch contacts and encoder; control panels
(in hide-away drawers where desired); indicator lights and
bar graphs; pedalboard contacts; nameplates and
engraved labels; and toe studs.
Any special structural or cosmetic modifications can
be artistically carried out as needed. Pedalboards may
be fitted with new key caps and re-bushed where
appropriate. Consoles are then neatly cabled and
thoroughly tested by the people who know Peterson
equipment best of all. A comprehensive final inspection
assures an impressive fit and finish that reflects painstaking attention to detail.
Since every console rebuild project is unique, please
contact the Peterson customer service department for
pricing and more details.

